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The 3helf Life of Fuels ?Jhich Are Intended for ClIas-

sical and Rocket Armaments

by

.:ilo3 olakovic

462.3 "401.7" (047)=61/362

A survey of achievements in the area of forecasting

safa storage and exploitation of solid fuels. Particular at-

tention is paid to rocket powder, which re-resents the most

critical part of the system. Its specific composition, form,

and grain size constitute convenient basis for the creation

of defects which may bring about disastrous consequences

Idirin the exploitation process.

introduction

Anmmunition should be considered as an element of the

armament system which, in essence, consists of three fun-

damental components: metallic, explosive, and fuel. Since

the elements which constitute the metallic component are

resistant to obsolescence originating from storage con-

ditions (except for corrosion), and since the explosive

component (brisance explosives) has a relatively high

energy due to chemical decomposition activation, the

greatest attention during the process of evaluating the

shelf life of ammunition should be given to the fuel

component, the powder.

The powder should not only be considered as an
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organic matter which burns at a given moment and conveys the

energy which has been released,to the projectile. The powder is

a complex homogeneous mixture of organic and inorganic matter,

which is specific for any given scrt of ammunition. This spec-

------ - -ty reflected in the composition of the pc.der, ts

-hysical, :hemical and ballistic features, further its form,

dimensions, and in a series of other parameters which are
precisely defined for each given projectile. The greatest

nLumber of limitations regarding the transportation, storage

and exploitation of the ammunition originates from the com-

-':.lity of the powder which is a heterogeneous material. In

:rder to be able to consider in greater deta lU uch lmi t-

ations and to do something about them,a thorough study of the
entire system, either rocket or ammunition, -s e"eded.2rcm
this statement two basic groups of powder logically follow:

I Powders for classical armaments(classical pow.;ders)

=.ocket powders (powders for rockets)

The above division is justified both technclogically
and from the point of view of powder's usefu1 life. In these

ressectsAis importan: to analyze powder's physical and "a-
listic features, dimensions of powder grain and
chemical composition.

The common characteristics of powders for classical

ammunition are found in their form and dimensions. ,hlike

rocket powder, we have here powder in the form of very
minute plates of varying thicknesses, fibers, sticks, or

even minute pipes with one or more channels. Along with the
chemical nature of the powder, this characteristic has a

decisive role in the evaluation of storage safety. In

connection with these,general and specific requirements
and directions for the monitoring of the ammunition storage

situation exist as follows:
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chemical

- physical, and

- ballistic stability of powder.

1.The chemical stability of classical and rocket powders

The technical directions for the monitoring of the powder

stability only define the monitoring of the chemical stability

through which all kinds of powders should be safeguarded f....

possible spontaeous ccmbustion in -he storage ar3-as. Rapid

tasts are conducted at increased tameratures in order to

find the parazaeters of the chemical destruction (both

qualitatively and quantitatively), registering the gaseous

byproducts, which most frequently appear in the form of

nitric oxides. o roof exists to indicate that the results

which were obtained, could be extrapolated to the storage
conditions. The reason is that the examined sample does not

take into consideration either the form, or the dimensions
of the powder, of the container in which the powder is

located and, evenmore, it overlooks the storage temper-

at-ure which causes chemical destruction.

A test which monitors the quantities of the remaining

stabilizer in the powder, which is tested at increased

temperatures, is much better.

A complete supervision of the powder situation, as

it is organized at present, is intended to prevent the

spontaneous combustion of the powder in the ammunition.

This means that by the time in uiAdch the powder would ac-

cumulate such a quantity of decomposition heat, which is

able to cause the spontaneous combustion, must be deter-

mined. ?or this p'upose the most reliable test would be

the one that,in ~= i-en system( e.g. ammunition of
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!arlous calib-ers, or powder In blocks) , would measure

and' determine the heat whi-h was created d-le to
powder deopction; to this should be added teheat
w.hich appeared during the storage as result off the heat e-
chanre with tesurrounding environ-ment. Accr.dingc to the
!-=w o.-' haeat exchange with the envilronment, and with regard
tCo the form and dimensions off the powder, a Minimal dia-
-eter exist-s below which, under g7iven conditions (such as
temperature, storage, the powder composition), spon-
taneo..s combustion cannot occur. 3cr- -this reason It Is 7-os-

311ble to apply the appropriate mathemati6cal model"lng and
to arrive at a mathematIcal expression. Th latter il
z onn-e ct t'A.,i s very criti-cal quanti .ty *,i th the .paraxieters -.ihich

wedetermined by the powder characteristics, as well as
J.th s tor age- conditions. Such an expressio. (1) Is as

XIi

'D kr the critical diameter, namely, the diameter off th,-e
Powder bOlock, or the web thickness in the case off a

cylindrical block, the size off the ammunition caliber,I
and the diameter off the container in which the small
grain powder Is "located,

the dimensional parameter which accounts for the
powder form,

X t::e temperature ccnductiv'Aty off the powider,
=tne zas constant,

0= the powder density.
J. = the storage temperature,

=the energy of the activation process off the
chemical powder destruction,

.6 the quantity of heat which Is released because off the
chemical destruction off the powder at the storage
temperature.



The other authors have also arrived at similar results

for Dkr C2] on the basis of analyzing the physical, chemical

and thermodynamic characteristics of the powder. -n the basis

cf the data in e'-xpression (1), it is possible to also deter-

mine the minimal time within which such a quanti t of heat,

,'hi h will cause a spontaneous combustion will accumulate

i the powder:

tmin  C T2

= the specific wvarmth of tae oo-vder,

= a constant which includes the velocity of heat ac-
ouznulation, depending on the pcwder's composition,

form and dimensions.

2ontemporary technology today t
taalows the use of

highly accurate instruments with which the destruction

temperature can be measured even at markedly lower ter,-

-eratures than are required by classical tests. In hIz

manner the determined quantity of heat, at ".hich the -c-

der decomposes, could also serve as the measure of the

3 nergy status of powder. This would be a decisive element

for making the decision to take the powder out of the a.m-

muni tion, on the basis of the ballistic parameters which

were changed.

Te relatin of the value of Dk .r in mm at a tsmpera-
t'0re of 71 and the highest caliber of the classical am-

munition for some kinds of powders manufactured abroad, is

shown schematically in picture I Ell.

The change of calorical value in ' for ten kinds of

classical powders, under conditions of storage for 10 years

at 20 and 30C, is given in table 1.

?rom the enclosed results it can be concluded that,when

speaking about classical ammunition, there are no dangers
from spontaneous comustion,since Dkr is substantially above

the highest caliber. Concerning the organization of the
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00 --j Sigurnosn, pred'ili Table 1.
9~t Kabba' r D~

;50n j2OU. na20C na 30"Cdvobaini trobazno ..
,700 1i b -" ben,, 0.2 1.0
600' 2 0.3 1.0_3 0,1 0.f5

500-
4 O iobzno 0.2 0.7

400• 5 0.1 0.6

300 6 0.2 0,8
7 0.5 17250, a 0.6 2.6

200 - 9

100 Tro n 0'1 0.7

0 Key: (1) Powder; (2) Years

1 2 3 4 5 6 78 9 10 storage time at; (3) 1-base;
aw (4) 2-base; (5) 3-base

C./, aro baruura

Picture 1.
Key: (1) Caliber; (2) Dia-
meter; (3) 1-base; (4) 2-
base; (5) 3-base; (6) No.
of powder.

.. ntion maintenance, there is the danger d''r--- t-

of the powder, which had been taken out of the

-z.runitior because of its instability. Such .nstable -

!_:r could be put, then, into buckets and wait in the storage

-:saa for months,if not years, until a decision would be made
,aow it. It is also necessary to pay -OUl -t '-1-

t: the poader ,-Jich is kept as the war reserve.

"Ihen we consider the rocket powders, and in respect to

their configuration and web size, it is Possible to have an
icz'umulation of heat sufficient to lead to spontaneous com-

.ustion much earlier than is the case with classical powders.

.:-us, the proposed test would be more desirable in order to

determine Dkr and to be able to evaluate the danger of

spontaneous combustion. However, with regard to the life

of the usable rocket powder, and in order to deter.i ne the

powder's situation in addition to the chemical stability test,

1t is even more necessary to test the physical changes In the

'.rder block.
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..he nh--sica! changes in the rocket powder block

-2h entire maintenance organization has the purpose of
assuring as long a "life" as possible for the use of the
rocket system. UJnder the term "life", the following should
be u derstood:

- - safety during the storage and transport, and

- - safety during the use (exploitation).

The notion of safety includes:

- - ~the danger of spontaneous combustion as ma fest ed
throcuglh the chemiLcal stability;

- - the danger of a nossibe e.pl osion during the use

exploitation) ahich may appear mostly as a consequence of
physical changes of the powder during its storage, and

-- the possible danger that during the exploitation

the target would not be hit due tc chan- es of the bal-

a .t..c c.-stics of the powder.

As cioosed to classical powders, in the case of
rocket powders markedly higher possibilities that all of
these changes will take place and sooner when stored,

transported or exploited, do exist.

• xperience also indicates that solid rocket fuel
becomes unusable earlier due to physical defects. They
are such as longitudinal and transversal cracks which are
formed within the powder block and also on the inhibitor,

then because the inhibitor peels from the powder or from
the motor if the powder grain is bonded, or when the
mechanical characteristics were degraded. Physicala
defects in general areAmore important harmful cause
than a reduction of powder's chemical stability. The
causes of the aforementioned physical defects are many and

of various kinds: the manner in which the powder block, in
the motor was filled, maintenance conditions, a low mutual
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tolerance of specific components In the powder mass,
or because of inadequate manufac turing, of the chemical

decomposition of the particular components, etc.

2.:. -nseQuences of the chemical powder de . cm osiion
and _..2r 'n fl1uence aon the a;oearanc e of cracks in the

powder ::ass

During storage, NC and NGL powders do decompose and
release g-seous products. These, in turn, because of the
• .eak permeabili't of the rowder, then because of t .e i.-
hibi tars and the rocket system itself (if the pc.'.

is bonded), accumulate in the pct.der mass

oressures which can cause cracks of smaller and larger
dimensions. 1aseous products can also be created incoa-
-osite fuels due to the reaction of the adhesives with
the o::idator. The time when such kinds of cracks can a"-
,ear can ce foreseen[3] . As a rule, the cracks aptear

e:ceeds the value:

=1+ 2e )

where
= the interruptory firmness of the powder,

the interruptory elongation.

The pressure can be measured with a capillary :e

manometer directly positioned into the center of the pow-
der mass and at an increased temperature. In this manner it
is possible to arrive at data relating to the speed of the
creation of decomposition products. Usingthe speed at which
the gasses are formed, and the speed of their dilution
through the powder, Rosser [31 has calculated Pax

which can appear in the powder during storage in the
stored ammunition. The expression for the pressure, when
the grains are shaped as full cylinders, can be stated as
foll ows:



"' • d . a'"

'm ax =a - ' 760 . Hg (3)

the speed of the gas diffusion through the .owder,
the steed of the development of gaseous -roducts,

d = the powder density,

a= the diameter of filling.

'land [41 , on the basis of Pick's law, has develoted a

mathematical model for the calculation of the maximum pres-
sur2 or of the maximum concentration of the po,,der gasses,
.hich .re created by the decomposition products ,,ithin the

--,der mass n iri ous forms. Thus, in the case of the
:ibers:

-2
max (

max = the maximal concentration of -raseous
decomposition products,

the quantity of gaseous decomposition
products which are released,

- .- th thckness of the f' er,

-% = the difusion constant.

v e deal wit h powder In cylinder form:
a 24. a._ . 5

max 4D

a = the cylinder radius, and in the case of the hol-
lo-S cylinders:

a a2  I - C-+ log . log(a/b)2'/- ,,.,max =

b = the inside cylinder's diameter.

In the case of rocket fuels, when the powder is glued

to the chamber walls:

max -4a2  clog e a) 1
ae b (7)

The influence of temperature on the creation of cracks

in the powder block is evident. For a certain temperature
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t-.,o :ritica-  -iran diameters exist, or rather, for a certain

diameter t'. o temperatures exist-

th. lover, "calow which a s--e,,s deccmposition --rsduct
.an flc. out befor a the critical pressure, nd

-w7here the cracks do not appear,
- the hi" r temperature above .ih'ch diffusion can

be _g"o- oed a_:. Id the time ,wIhen the cracks appear is not de;en-

dent on the size of the powder block.

r iamete:., o the powvder, takinz Litc ccn-

2ideration the influence cf the .emperat : ., c crdinJ to [
-a. -ea z-c-ulated as:

.Ad e

""" .. . . a considered temperaturer n. e, t .-.- ..

.:r can be -iegiected, and it may be wri t-n at

SDC_ =X K akrt.
A d

.ence 1 1_! a + 7" 4n - 1 2 ,
22 ,

'Then "y using equation the critical dio.eter 'or
Zi.en temperature Js calculated, then b- "si e-xres-

zion , it ... is possible to also deter mine the diameter fo

other temperatures. 2 - 3' is arrived at e..erimentally frm

the difference between the quantity of gasses which . +iere

formed by the decomposition process, and the quantity which

exits by diffusion through the grain. The critical concentration

of the gaseous poivder decomposition products can simply be
eXtrapollated from the higher temperature to the lower, The

temperature depends on a series of factors. The influence

of some of these factors can be seen in picture 2, in which

the relation between th.' gas concentration in the powder and

the length of time of the storage is givzen.
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' zll diffusion 7 -eSsZ- Iat' ....f ZDcr

.J-dif fusion 30°C 12 .

-c . - -m' l ati-., ,. --

In& .. d -

-a a, z=yz te -,ncrh to hhen the difuson -  :t.e!=__ "=,

Fih. 3 hws .edloo:f s io eFno aor o" oCi~~It>~t 1 6

t ympto te whic codr-
-onds to the o. e
ff_ .usion at

ecoo ig diftfiusion te vhen cycl ing at a -1,0
z the concentrati on when tho diffusion i ot neglzbe

the critical hressure created by the ='Mses.

Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the caJlculatad concen-

tratior. of the gaseous products which was created by the

decomposition of the pow.-der, since storing8, It at 6'.Th

shaded area represents the value of the critical pressure for
s h -a powder, as calculated .ith fo-ula 2 t i der.

that the pressure, in the case of powder blocks (grain).with

larger dimensions, arrives at its critical value much earlier.

2.2. The influence of technological factors in the peelinz
off of the inhibitors, and the creation of cracks bocth "

in the inhibitor and in the Dowder grain

Inadequate technological conditions dui- the manu

J turing of inhibi ted rocket powder _s m ost often manifested

in the form of the peeling off of the ocwd er from the inhibitor,
nd "::I cngitudina! a.nd tr-ansverse bursting of the inhibiting

=ass. 11
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-he --hysical and ch.emical similar ity of the pco.der and

the inh - bitor opens the possibility of plastifIcator iration
from one medium into another. Furthermore it influences the

stratification in the contacting layer between the povder and
the inhibitor, and also it influences the formation of con-

tsses i- the powder-inhibitor system.

The main reason for the creation of the internal stres-

ses at the contact area of the powder and inhibitor, is the

.h 'btor's contraction during the process of its so__22i-
-- cation and use (exploitation) . During exploitation the con-
traction is due to change in the stora e temperatur, to the

material destruction, to the molecular and super-mlecular

structUre reformation, to the plastificator vaor-zai4.n, an.

to the gas and humidity diffusion,

2ecause of the difficulties in the ex-erimental deter-

Mination of the contraction degree of the inhibitcr (because
*-f the possibility of "through slippage" of still unsoldi-

i..d inhibitor matter on the powder), the best -vay to deter-
:ine the internal stresses 4n the contact surface bet .!een

the nowder and the inhibitor, is to apply the console

method and the expression:

Z= -. h + 2h Z 2( + f - (I)
#9- - X'- "/

where

f and f - the thicknesses of the inhibitor and of the powdertest-tube onto which the inhibitor is brought,

-2= the powder and the inhibitor relaxation modules,

h = the elevation of the free end of the test-tube,

= the test-tube length,

= the neutral line position in the powder-inhibitor system.
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Cn the basis of the thus determined internal stresses,

it be calculated the time within vhich the cracks ",;ill ap-

'pear -jnder the given storage conditions.[5.

"= "r' exp. :o -&ao (_12)

T =Ir -3 P - E3

= the constant 4-'13sec,

- the energy of the activation process when the contact
between powder and inhibitor is being torn,

th.e structu--a coefficient the time sensibility f t e
system destruction =nder a constant load),

the gas constant,

- te exoeriment's temperature,

the constant load (internal stresses)

Internal stresses can also exist in the powder mass

i-sel, ,especially when the powder contains a large .1"^nti'y

of hard particles-fillers ( as is the case with composite
- c',der). Then the internal stresses aomesr on the contact

3urface between the bond and 104, Al and others. In this

case the pressure on the particles can be calculated [7T ac-
cording 4'

p (ac - am)A TE (13)
(+ :1,1c) + (1 + I ) Ec/Em (

J.

and the radial and tangential stresses:

d = - P (r/a)2

dt = P (r/a)2

..Ihere

Ec & Em - the modules of elasticity of the solidified bond
and filler,

ac a = the coefficient of the linear temperature ex-
am tension of the bond and filler,

r, a = the outside and inside diameter of the grain
cylinder,

-13-
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A = the di93re nce between the temp erature of the
solidification (polymerization), and the tepera-
ture at. %.ich .he pressure is determined,

= Poisscn's number for the bond and fIler.

Trom the values ov and r which were in this manner

cal~ulated, it is possible (1) to obta-n the time %,hich remains

=.til the appearance of cracks or destruction by using this ex-

pression (12).

:n addition to aforementioned, other factors -.,hich i-

fue.nce the physical stability of the rocket powders, as ,ell

s the o-,der-inhibitor system also exist. ^ases, such a- s, f-r

hstance: the degradation of the mechanic characteristics of

the -c,,ar dUrnz storage; the migration of "T01 -- der

ito inh..ibitor on account of- heir low thermodynramic tolerance,
may aIso limit the useful life of rocket powder. Sincemay.also li itbt.shed
methods by which th:ese changes can be monitored are published

in literature, the- will not be elaborated here.

2 -,:istinz methods for. controllinz hvsical c.an;zes in

the rocket owder block

le do not have data which would indicate that somewhere
in the world the above outlined -..ethods relating to the

control of physical changes in rocket powder blocks have been

so thoroughly developed as to be accepted and incorporated

into official texts and technical specifications. So far as it

is kno, wn, in those countries where the manufacturers have to

meet such requirements, substantially simpler but also sub-

stantially less reliable tests are used, such as:

-The cycling of povder at extreme temperatures of ex-

ploitation, for a certain time and along with defined climatic
conditions.

- The determination of time .hen cracks do appear in a

za:.ple of powder. This sample is usually in form of a cube
I ,ose sides are 5 ra ; such a cube is wrapped into Al foil



and 4 thermostated to 30t 05C. At set time interals the

appearance of cracks is checked by applying X-rays. The crtical

3ie cf a cube, and the time when cracks appear at - =i-en

tenveratura, are arrived at by a series of experie.ents acIng

cubas of different sizes.

- The degree of degradation of the mechanical character-

istics of the powder block is determined by measuring the

reduced stress firmness and the interruptible elongation in

test-tubes which themselves are made of powder ;rains,
wvhich are checked at different increased temperature-

evels. The obtained results are then extrapollated to the

storage temperatures.
- The ..aluation of the compatibility of the po,-vder

the ballistic modifiers is conducted as follows: the basic

pow-der composition %-4hich has a minimal content of stabilizers

7round and mlned with ballistic modifiers, whose influence

is being investigated. All of this is then wa-, ed up in a
vac to 30°Z, until it begins to smoke, or until the

toCutl . Iisiresdy°.- o-

temperature of the xture is increased 2 the

tained time of the mentioned changes is less for albout 20j as
compared to the time obtained by testing the "standard"

poder, then this ballistic modifier must not be used.

2 on c 1 4 si on

_o obtain a better insight into the powder status with

regard to the spontaneous combustion, the safety of its use

and its ballistic stability, it is necessary to broaden the

ccntrol tests. Some tests which are elsewhwre being used for

checking physical changes in a powder block could be accepted.

There are conducted other tests researching the complex in-

fuences of numerous factors which are present during handling,

storage and exploitation of powder. Such scientific effort

will remain, at least for some time, a topic for research and

development.
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